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Blackbox and dance movement



BLACKBOX PROJECT

We start this project with an disposable camera.
How does it work?
How is it made?
And can we remake or “hack” it?

With those questions in mind we took apart the camera 
and made it into a pinhole camera.
With this new type of taking photo’s we took some pictu-
res. This by going into the dark room every single time 
after we took a picture.

After taking the picture and doings some experiments 
with different timing and lenses we developed the film.

In the pictures you don’t see an actual “picture” but an 
movement of light. I looked really graphic and aesthetic.
With this outcome I started to think about ways to cap-
ture movement and light.





How do we capture movement today?
I did recherche different ways of capturing ways of movement and light.

From movement my mind went to dance.

Im a big fan of dance. I was a dancer myself and a 
still love to express myself through movement.
At this moment everyone has a camera what can 
capture a dance. Either by taking a video or taking 
a picture.
But is you dance with a certain feeling if would be 
amazing if you could translate that to something 
visuals rather than just taking a simple picture.

So with the to love for dance in my mind I went 
back to the outcome of the blackbox experiment. 
What if we combined those two.



I decided to collaborate with Fanny from graphic design. We both have a love for dancing. I think it 
is and was really interesting to work together with a graphic student.

We stared with a basic idea but had no clue how we wanted to make it in combination with digital.
So we stared with doing research by ourselves.



My research stared with choreography, the language of dance.
We had an really interesting workshop in the first part of the semester about 
digital choreography.
I looked in diffrent types of dance languages and came to the conclusion that 
you only can read those if you studied them for a long time.
But what I found really interesting that they worked both ways.
You could read and then dance our you could than write. It depended on the 
language you used.





We dived into the flatland theory and tried to form a project with that.
We tried to get our head around it, but it was still to vage and still just 
an idea.

So we decided to just make, and see from there were we wanted to go.
We explained mike from interaction station our idea’s an started play-
ing around with the seniors suit. We where both new with those kind of 
techniques, but is was a lot of fun.
The next step was to translate the dance data into procesing.



This took a while. But with working together and a lot of help 
from mike we managed took make something visual. 
We did a lot side by side. We made a the design choices 
with the two of us what made that we where both really into 
the project and where motivated to take it one step  
further.





We decided the body in four. Every body part had his own colour. And we took the hands as 
an separate layer, because the hands are an really important part of dance.

With the first visual outcome, we decided to ask a really dancer to help us out.



THE REAL DEAL







With a real dancer, a set up where we could dance, record and film what we where doing we 
stared to create.
We record 4 types of dance, classic, modern, hiphop and freestyle.

As outcome of this project we have 4 visual translation of dance styles.
You can compare the visuals and see the different between them in the form.





In the future we would like to take this one step further.
Can we do this live?
And what happens if you change the colors when the dance express an 
different emotion.

There are a lot of things what we improve so we are definitely not finis-
hed with the project.
But I love the fact that I found a way into digital craft to do the thing im 
interested in.
You can read more about that in my essay.


